
 

5 No School- Spring Break 

6 This week during Social Studies we are focusing on primary and secondary sources.  
Today we took a look at primary sources (specifically paintings) that gave us a 
glimpse into slave life.  We are doing a small germs unit during science this week.  
During math we worked on making generalizations to help us with solving math 
problems.  We are doing a little more PSSA prep this week by focusing on 
informational texts. 

7 During Social Studies we listened to music to help us understand slave life a little 
better.  Our favorite song was “Juba”.  We continued our unit on germs by 
watching our favorite person Bill Nye.  During math we learned how to divide a 
whole number by a fraction.  We continue to do our PSSA prep and started to plan 
our TDA today.  

8 Today we had to think like a museum curator and create plaque for art that was 
related to Colonial America.  We watched a Mystery Doug video about germs and 
then completed a Google Form.  Math was a hair bit tricky today when we had to 
learn about sharing and grouping word problems.  Everyone was focused on 
writing their TDA during Language Arts.   

9 We finished out the week with a Social Studies activity that focused on the clothing 
of colonial times.  Wow did it take a lot to get dressed back then!  We actually ran 
out of time during science because we were getting our pictures taken.  During 
math we created models to show our thinking.  We finished up our PSSA prep 
during Language Arts today and had time to relax and listen to Sisters Grimm. 

?s to ask 
your child 

How can pictures help us understand our history?  What is one tip you learned 
about writing a TDA?  How do you divide fractions? 

Upcoming: Social Studies: Chapter 7 test on Thursday 
Language Arts:  Journeys, Lesson 13; Grammar, Vocab, Comprehension test on 
Friday 
Science: start microworlds unit   
Math: Unit 5 test on Wednesday 
The PSSAs are the week of the 19th.  More information will be given later next 
week about testing. 
Report Cards go live on Tuesday, April 20th.   


